At the light of the structural and dielectric data available for 23 boracites, a phenomenological approach of the sequences of ferroelectric-ferroelastic phases observed in this family of compounds, is proposed. It makes use of a single six-dimensional order-parameter, in agreement with the theory of Dvorak and Petzelt, and Gufan and Sakhnenko and in contrast to the two-order-parameter model claimed by Levanyuk and Sannikov. A new interpretation is suggested for the temperature dependences of the polarization and dielectric permittivity, which involves two coupling terms, linear in the polarization components, and respectively quadratic and cubic in the order-parameter components.
§1. Introduction
Halide boracites with general formula M 1 B 7 0 13 X (with M=Mg, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd, and X=Cl, Br, I) have been the subject of a large number of experimental studies which have specified their structural ,.-...,_and physical characteristics'·" Thus, some distinctive features common to a large fraction of compositions were verified: I) a cubic-to-orthorhombic first-order transition F43c~ Pca2,, was found in 23 members of the boracite family.
2) in four materials (Fe-CI, Co-Cl, Zn-Cl and Fe-1), the more complete sequence of phases was identified:
1 >
F43c--> Pca2, ~(m)--> R3c
( 1.1)
The trigonal phase was also found in Fe-Br ," while a monoclinic modification was evidenced in Cr-CJ. 5 l Two distinct theoretical interpretations have been proposed for the preceding sequence of phases, namely i) a single order-parameter model'-' 1 transforming as a six-dimensional irreducible representation (IR) at the X point (k=O, 0, n/a) of the cubic face-centered Brillouin-zone (BZ) surface(> ii) a model involving two orderparameters, 10 • 111 in which the zone-boundary instability triggers a zone-center instability. Here, the trigonal phase is assumed to be a proper ferroelectric phase, whereas the ~ onhorhombic a~d ?1onoclinic phases result from the Simultaneous act1vat10n of the two irreducible degrees of -freedom. This latter proposition relies on the symmetries reported for the trigonal and monoclinic structures, 12 • 13 > and on the unusual form found for the dielectric constant in certain boracites 14 • 151 at the cubic-to-orthorhombic modification.
In this paper we examine the symmetry ( §2) and dielectric ( §3) properties of boracites. We show that, when taking into account the complete set of structural and dielectric data, and some theoretical arguments that were overlooked in the two theories, one can indeed explain the ferroelectric-ferroelastic transitions in boracites, in the framework of a single order-parameter model. A more comprehensive study of the structural transitions in boracites will be published elsewhere."> §2. Symmetry Analysis or the Strnctnral Transitions in Boracites The structural modifications occuring for 23 ferroelectric-ferroelastic boracites, are reported in Table I . Ni-l boracite does not figure in this table, as its lowtemperature cubic-to-monoclinic magnetostructural modification requires, in our opinion, a specific interpretation.17·181 As shown in Table II , the orthorhombic, rhombohedral and monoclinic phases observed in boracites can be a priori related to two distinct IR's of the F43c high-symmetry group (i.e. a three-dimensional IR r, and a six-dimensional IR labelled r 1 ) associated respectively with the center rand the surface point X, of the cubic face-centered BZ. The order-parameter expansions F, and F, corresponding to r 4 and r 1 are listed in Table III . One can note that a cubic invariant figures in the two expansions (i.e. r, and r, violate the Landau condition191) in agreement with the first-order character, verified experimentally for the cubic-to-orthorhombic transitions. A careful examination of the experimental data at the light of the theoretical results summarized in Tables II and Ill, allows the following conclusions: I) The F43c--+ Pca2, transition can be unambiguously connected with the six-dimensional IR r 1 in agreement with the theoretical model proposed in refs. 6-8. Actually, the structural data confirm the breaking of translational symmetry induced by r, with a two-fold increase of the primitive cubic ccl1. 201 Besides, the improper character of the transition is attested by the whole set of dielectric and elastic data. 21 For example the magnitude of the spontaneous polarization (given in Table I ) vary from 3 X 10-6 cm-2 (Cr-Cl), to about 3 x 10-2 cm-2 (Fe-I, CuBr or Co-l), which are typical values for an improper ferroelectric. Levanyuk and Sannikov, 10 • 11 ' have objected that the drop of the dielectric permittivity observed on cooling in most boracites (see Table I ) should contradict a single-order -parameter model. In § 3 we show, on the contrary that such a model is coherent with the temperature dependence observed for the spontaneous polarization and dielectric permittivity. 347 2) The rhombohedral symmetry R3c has been deduced from X-ray measurement 31 and was confirmed by a thorough structure determination. BJ Mossbaiier 211 and EPR 221 measurements are consistent with that structure. The primitive rhombohedral cell was assumed to be isotranslational with the primitive cubic cell and thus supposed to be a proper ferroelectric phase connected with the zone-center IR r,. Along this line, Levanyuk and Sannikov10·111 have suggested a mechanism of deactivation of the six-dimensional IR r 1 when going from the orthorhombic to the rhombohedral phase. However, there are some major objections to consider the polarization as the transition order-parameter for the R3c phase, namely: i) Passing from an improper-to-proper ferroelectric regime should give rise to a significant increase in magnitude of the spontaneous polarization P,. This is not observed in Co-Cl and Fe-Br boracites where the same order of magnitude is found for P, for both the orthorhombic and rhombohedral phases 231 (see the values in Table !) . ii) The dielectric properties of a proper ferroelectric are very sensitive to the influence of an applied Table I . Structural, dielectric and calorimetric data in the boracite family. In column 4, Down and Up mean respectively that a downard or upward jump is observed on cooling for the dielectric permittivity. electric field, whereas no substantial alteration of these properties (except the ferroelectric domain switching) has been verified in the rhombohedral phase. Consequently this latter phase should be more liably related to the r,(X) IR, with a fourfold increase of the cubic primitive cell. So far, no superstructure reflections corresponding to the breaking of translational symmetry has been found in trigonal boracites (i.e. in Fe-Cl, 3 • 23 l Fe-B,'' Fe-1 121 ZnCl3·231). However, as they have not been looked intentionally by using long exposure time expcrimcut they may have escaped detection. 3) No detailed structural investigation of the monoclinic phase has yet been made. The two models proposing a Pc(2V)
12
' and Pb(4V) 24 ' symmetry for this phase,are respectively deduced from X-ray 121 and EPR 251 analysis.Here also,the value obtained for the spontaneous polarization in the monoclinic phase of Co-Cl 231 (see Table I ) speaks in favour of an improper phase. No experimental data presently confirm the elaborated triggering mechanism proposed in ref. 11 for the onset of the monoclinic phase. Thus,although confirmations are still needed,it seems reasonable to relate the entire sequence of phases (1.1), to a single IR (r 1 (X)) of the F43c group, Table III . Order-parameter expansions F 1 and F 2 , respectively associated to theIR's •iF) and r 1 (X). FE expresses the couplings between the polarization compOnents and the six-dimensional orderparameter transforming as r 1 (X).
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as suggested by the symmetry analysis of Table II . We will now show that the exceptional variety of dielectric data, characterizing the boracite family strongly support this choice. §3. Dielectric Properties of Boracites The contribution FE to the Landau free-energy, expressing the coupling between the six-dimensional orderparameter (p,, If!) (i= 1,3) and the polarization components P, (u=x, y, z) is given in Table Ill . It contains two invariants linear in Pu. corresponding respectively to faintness indexes 261 2 and 3. The latter one, which was not considered in refs 6-8, will be shown to play a crucial 2) The spontaneous polarization has below T, the equilibrium value:
with a jump at T,:
Two cases can be considered:
T 1 then start increasing for To given by p(To)= -(2J/3v) (Fig 1 (a) ).
b) if (B/P}>(2J/v), P: increases below T,, then start decreasing for p(To)= -(2J/3v) (Fig 1(b) ). The two preceding situations are actually encountered in boracites. Thus, Mg-Cl, Zn-Cl and Ni-Br correspond ~.to the case a) while Cu-Br and Co-l illustrate the case b) on Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) we have reproduced the experimental curves found for Ni-Br, 271 Mg-Cl 281 and Cu-Br. 291 Cr-CI, Fe-Br and Fe-! also correspond to the case b) but the inequality (B/3P) remains valid for all T < Tt.
3) The dielectric susceptibility x=lim ((JP/(JE) is given by: 
